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Credit: Shutterstock Fast fashion is detrimental to the health of the environment and humans Fast fashion is
indeed that â€” fast and often at the expense of the environment and human health. Men may sometimes
choose to wear men's skirts such as togas or kilts in particular cultures, especially on ceremonial occasions.
However, it may also be worn every day as a marker for special religious status. Credit: Shutterstock Behind
these negative environmental impacts are people, working extended hours and in immediate contact with these
toxic substances. Fashion with all its symbolism and attributes form an outstanding base for personal and
cultural identification. It will acknowledge the counter argument presenting the risk of unemployment for
workers within developing countries and finally conclude by reinforcing the role the Government has to
mandate that any product sold in Australia has been produced ethically, protecting the health of workers as
well as the natural environment. Women, have a great impact on the development of fashion worldwide. This
campaign runs for one week, during the month of April the anniversary of the Rana Plaza building collapse
and encourages consumers to photograph themselves wearing their favourite items of clothing, while asking
whomademyclothes â€” a hashtag which currently has , uses on Instagram. In ancient Rome , for example,
only senators could wear garments dyed with Tyrian purple. Garment manufacturing is one of the highest
polluting industries 8 and landfill is not the only environmental aspect affected. Trousers were once seen as
exclusively male clothing, but can nowadays be worn by both genders. This essay will address that fast
fashion is detrimental to the health of the environment and humans, leads to the importance of regulating fairer
and more sustainable working conditions and presents a case study explaining how to recognise an ethical
brand. This especially touches extraordinarily in clothing or an obvious lack of taste and vulgarity. Clothing
has the influence on social structure of bringing both genders closer together through items of clothing.
Religion, nationality and location play a major impact on people? Civilization began to produce more clothing
for global benefits and lead to the development of a new age. In addition, peer pressure influences clothing
choice. For example, coats , hats , gloves and other outer layers are normally removed when entering a warm
place. The goal of every symbol is to share information. There is a tremendous amount of competition within
the industry and also among consumers. Get Essay For hundreds of years people have put some message in
the type of clothing they wear. The way someone is dressed can affect the likelihood of that person getting
chosen for a job. Photo Credit: Louis Vuitton Fashion is one of the most critical industries in our world today.
This raises inequity issues within luxury brands as well as those considered fast fashion. Fashion lifestyle is
not a high class unaffordable trend. Jewish ritual also requires rending of one's upper garment as a sign of
mourning. In some cultures woman are taught to be caregivers and men providers. Clothing styles characterize
certain designs which represent the culture that wears the clothing. The dressed society clothing, the body and
some meanings of the hahaahahhaa world. Women throughout the time have tried to make the clothing look
more luxurious. As previously discussed, an estimated  The male is in suit and female is wearing a gown.
Throughout all of time, clothing has been the major representation of social classes. As every person belongs
to a definite culture and has the right to reveal it, personal identity may sometimes be replaced by cultural
identity. Throughout history women have been isolated from men by their fashion dues to society - women
would risk spinal disorders from corsets, chronic foot pain and arch trauma from high-heels, and submit to a
constant preoccupation of worry over men's approval of clothing appropriateness. Designers continue to try to
direct their ideas to a transforming society that will sequentially make their designs worth big money Roach 
Trends are related more with technology and such. Clothing nowadays is a media of information about the
person wearing it. Wearing a cowboy hat may not be a sign of being from Texas, but a sign of political
preference. A person, especially a women is always greeted according to the way is dressed up.


